**Themed Climbing Wall**

It has modular climbing panels, custom sculpted walls, which also has a variety of surfaces and easy to be installed. 4cm thick high density foam and 0.55mm thick PVC vinyle made landing mat make sure the players can fall or land safely. Safe thrills for all age and skill level with available themeing.
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**Spider Climb**

The spider climb tower we manufactured is in high-quality. The durable elastic band is to ensure the safety of players. The design process also considers the good connection and circulation to each levels of the play structure. The spider tower comes with strong elastic straps in square or round shape. It's especially designed for big kids who prefer to have more challenge. There's usually a trampoline on the bottom with straps on top so that kids may climb up from the bottom to the top by efforts. It generates high play value and is able to maintain big kids interest for a long time.
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